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Constrained release of lamina-associated enhancers
and genes from the nuclear envelope during T-cell
activation facilitates their association in chromosome
compartments
Michael I. Robson, Jose I. de las Heras, Rafal Czapiewski, Aishwarya Sivakumar,
Alastair R.W. Kerr, and Eric C. Schirmer
The Wellcome Trust Centre for Cell Biology and Institute of Cell Biology, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3BF, United Kingdom
The 3D organization of the genome changes concomitantly with expression changes during hematopoiesis and immune ac-
tivation. Studies have focused either on lamina-associated domains (LADs) or on topologically associated domains (TADs),
defined by preferential local chromatin interactions, and chromosome compartments, defined as higher-order interactions
between TADs sharing functionally similar states. However, few studies have investigated how these affect one another. To
address this, we mapped LADs using Lamin B1–DamID during Jurkat T-cell activation, finding significant genome reorgani-
zation at the nuclear periphery dominated by release of loci frequently important for T-cell function. To assess how these
changes at the nuclear periphery influence wider genome organization, our DamID data sets were contrasted with TADs and
compartments. Features of specific repositioning events were then tested by fluorescence in situ hybridization during T-cell
activation. First, considerable overlap between TADs and LADs was observed with the TAD repositioning as a unit. Second,
A1 and A2 subcompartments are segregated in 3D space through differences in proximity to LADs along chromosomes.
Third, genes and a putative enhancer in LADs that were released from the periphery during T-cell activation became pref-
erentially associated with A2 subcompartments and were constrained to the relative proximity of the lamina. Thus, lamina
associations influence internal nuclear organization, and changes in LADs during T-cell activationmay provide an important
additional mode of gene regulation.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
The genome is organized within the three-dimensional interphase
nucleus. Regulatory elements influence target genes hundreds
of kilobase pairs to many megabase pairs distal by moving pro-
ximal through looping in three-dimensional space (Sanyal et al.
2012; Shen et al. 2012; Arner et al. 2015; Schoenfelder et al.
2015). Chromosomes are also organized along their length into
discrete regions displaying preferential internal interactions de-
tected by chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C) approaches,
termed topologically associated domains (TADs) or contact do-
mains (CDs) depending on the algorithm used to calculate them
(Dixon et al. 2012; Hou et al. 2012; Nora et al. 2012; Sexton
et al. 2012). As TADs andCDs likely represent orthogonalmeasures
of the same structural units, we use the term TADs unless specifi-
cally referring to published data sets employing the CD approach.
Topological constraints imposed by TADs favor looping interac-
tions to cis-regulatory element:gene pairings within the same
TAD (Lupianez et al. 2015; Franke et al. 2016; Hnisz et al. 2016).
However, a higher level of genome organization also occurs where
multiple TADsmanymegabase pairs distal on one chromosome or
on different chromosomes can be adjacent and share a functional
state (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009). Such associations form com-
partments, which segregate into two classes: A, transcriptionally
active; B, transcriptionally repressed (Lieberman-Aiden et al.
2009). While TAD composition is largely invariant, compartment
composition changes during differentiation and between cell
types correlating with gene activity (Dixon et al. 2015; Fraser et
al. 2015); however, how compartment interactions are controlled
during differentiation or other cellular transitions is largely
unexplored.
The nuclear periphery, in contrast, contributes radial genome
organization. Genome regions proximal to the lamin intermediate
filament polymer lining the inner nuclear membrane are called
lamina-associated domains (LADs) (Guelen et al. 2008). However,
while they are implicated in genome organization (Mewborn et al.
2010; Mattout et al. 2011; Solovei et al. 2013), it remains unclear if
lamins themselves are absolutely required for tethering LADs to
the periphery (Amendola and van Steensel 2015; Zheng et al.
2015). The nuclear periphery is generally repressive, with genes
in LADs tending to contain silencing marks (Guelen et al. 2008).
Constitutive LADs are defined as unchanging, but the number de-
fined as facultative, changing with the cell cycle or between cell
types, is constantly increasing (Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010; Kind
et al. 2013; Meuleman et al. 2013; Chandra et al. 2015; Robson
et al. 2016). The importance of facultative LADs is underscored
by the fact that their disruption has profound negative conse-
quences for tissue differentiation (Robson et al. 2016). Tellingly,
such facultative LADsmove both to and from the periphery during
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differentiation and often contain genes requiring fine-tuned regu-
lation (Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010; Robson et al. 2016).
Though LADs correlate with the repressive B compartment
and TADs (Dixon et al. 2012; Rao et al. 2014; Fraser et al. 2015),
few studies have investigated how alterations to one can influence
the other. Moreover, this correlation is imperfect and insufficient,
for example, to predict TADs from LADs or vice versa. Several ques-
tions come to mind: Does a TAD as a functional unit move be-
tween the periphery and interior and thus perhaps encompass a
facultative LAD? Can a new LAD that forms during differentiation
influence the organization of TADs/compartments or vice versa?
Facultative LAD repositioning tends to associate with repres-
sion or activation of genes within them. In neurogenesis andmyo-
genesis, 5%–15% of genes move from the nuclear periphery to the
interior, while another 5%–10%move from the interior to the pe-
riphery (Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010; Robson
et al. 2016). Though lacking LAD data
sets, lymphocyte-specific gene-position-
ing changes are reported, such as IGH
locus release from the periphery upon in-
duction of V-D-J recombination (Kosak
et al. 2002) andMAF locus repositioning
to the periphery with its repression
(Hewitt et al. 2004). Contrasting differen-
tiation, lymphocyte activation is much
more rapid anddynamicand involves sig-
nificant genome restructuring (Drings
and Sonnemann 1974). Compacted pe-
ripheral chromatin dissipates upon acti-
vation concomitant with large-scale
gene activation (Pompidou et al. 1984).
Our previous findingof changes innucle-
ar membrane protein composition dur-
ing lymphocyte activation (Korfali et al.
2010) led us to investigate whether there
are also specifically regulated gene ex-
changes at the nuclear envelope.
Results
Mapping gene expression
and repositioning changes
during T-cell activation
The extensive electron-dense peripheral
heterochromatin of resting T cells dissi-
pates during activation concomitantly
with the induction of immunogenic
genes (Hirschhorn et al. 1971; Pompidou
et al. 1984; Manteifel et al. 1992; Raw-
lings et al. 2011). However, it is unclear
whether this reorganization is whole-
scale or whether there is alsomore specif-
ic reorganization for immune activation.
We predicted that loss of peripheral
heterochromatin would correlate with
release of T-cell activation–associated
genes from the periphery. Accordingly,
we investigated coordinated gene expres-
sion and genome organization changes
during T-cell activation using microar-
rays and DamID (Fig. 1). Jurkat cells
were incubated with Raji B cells that had been preconjugated
with staphylococcal enterotoxin E (SEE), resulting in the forma-
tion of antigen-independent immunological synapses (Fig. 1A;
Gonzalez-Granado et al. 2014). This yielded >95% activation of
Jurkat cells by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) (Fig. 1B).
To determine associated gene expression changes, RNA was ex-
tracted at 0, 8, 24, and 48 h post SEE stimulation and analyzed
by microarray. Upon activation, 1111 genes were up-regulated at
least 1.4-fold at any of the three time points, and these were sig-
nificantly enriched in Gene Ontology (GO) terms positively sup-
porting T-cell activation and early effector function (Fig. 1C;
Supplemental Fig. S1). Similarly, 1016 genes were repressed at
least 1.4-fold that were enriched in GO terms inhibiting mitosis
and cell division, presumably permitting accelerated proliferation
of activated cells.
Figure 1. Transcription and genome organizational changes during T-cell activation. (A)
Transcriptome and DamID experimental strategy. (B) FACS plot of CD69 versus CMAC staining for
Jurkat T cells exposed to Raji B cells lacking/presenting SEE antigen. Raji B cells were gated from CMAC
staining to distinguish them from Jurkat T cells, revealing 97.5% Jurkat T-cell activation. (C) Heatmap
of time-course gene expression changes with a 1.4-fold cutoff highlighting GO terms positively associ-
ated with T-cell activation or negatively associated with cell division in the right-most columns (GO terms
in Supplemental Fig. S1). (D) Representative micrograph of GFP-encoding lentivirus-transduced Jurkat T
cells indicating high efficiencies for parallel transduced DamID constructs. (E) PCR amplified Dam-meth-
ylated genomic DNA. Amplification is only observed in resting (Rest.) or activated (Act.) cells 72 h post
transduction. T4 DNA ligase-null (-Lig) and DpnI-null (-DpnI) controls represent background amplifica-
tion. DamID results are derived from a single experiment, while gene expression analysis was performed
in triplicate.
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The same cell populations were sub-
jected to Lamin B1–DamID to globally
map changes in genome-nuclear enve-
lope associations. A GFP reporter con-
firmed efficient lentiviral transduction
of Jurkat T cells (Fig. 1D), but DamID sig-
nal was not observed until ∼48 h post
transduction (Fig. 1E). Hence, as no carry
over DamID signal from the resting state
would be observed, Jurkat T cells were
transduced with DamID constructs 24 h
before antigen presentation so that
measured changes reflect genome orga-
nization between24 and48h into activa-
tion (Fig. 1A). Bacterial deoxyadenosine
methylase (Dam)–Lamin B1 fusions
were expressed to uniquely methylate
DNA proximal to the lamin polymer
(Vogel et al. 2007). To control for local
variation in chromatin accessibility, par-
allel experiments expressedDammethyl-
ase alone (Dam-only). The methylated
DNA was then isolated and identified
by sequencing.
Log2(Lamin B1-Dam/Dam-only) ra-
tios were generated and used to identify
LADs in resting and activated Jurkat T
cells based on a circular binary segmenta-
tion algorithm slightly modified from
that previously described (see Methods)
(Harr et al. 2015). LADs were mapped
onto the hg19 assembly because hg19
wasused for earlier data sets used for com-
parison, but all regions examinedby fluo-
rescence in situ hybridization (FISH; see
below) were confirmed to be unaltered
in the newer hg38 assembly. Interesting-
ly, the magnitude of changes was similar
between this rapid activation system and
previous differentiation DamID studies
(Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010; Robson et al.
2016), with 96% of LAD coverage shared
between resting and activated cells and
the remaining 4% roughly equally distributed between lost and
newly formed LADs (Figs. 2A, 3A). The 18.6% of genes foundwith-
in LADs were less transcriptionally active than the 81.3% of genes
in non-LADs (Fig. 2B), consistent with the periphery being repres-
sive (Pickersgill et al. 2006; Pindyurin et al. 2007). Similar gene ex-
pression differences between LADs and non-LADs were observed
when comparing the JurkatDamIDdatawithpublished expression
data from primary CD4+ cells (Kundaje et al. 2015; Supplemental
Fig. S2A). Hence, the immortalized T-cell lymphoblastic leukemia
Jurkat and naïve CD4+ T cells display a broad correspondence be-
tween their gene expression state and lamina association.
Gene expression and function reflects lamina-association
frequency
On a genome-wide scale, lamina-association frequency relates to
gene expression levels (Fig. 2B; Guelen et al. 2008). However, as
LADs are enriched in developmentally regulated loci (Peric-
Hupkes et al. 2010), we tested if this genome-wide relationship ap-
plied to functional gene classes. Ten classes of genes (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S2B) that displayed distinct transcriptional dynamics in a
published CD8+ T-cell activation time-course (Best et al. 2013)
were analyzed for lamina-association frequency compared with
their expression in resting Jurkat T cells (Fig. 2C). This revealed
that five gene classes involved in early stages of T-cell activation,
such as cell cycle progression and early/short-term effector func-
tion, were significantly depleted from LADs relative to the whole
genome while displaying increased gene expression. In contrast,
four gene classes not needed until later in T-cell responses, such
as late effector and memory T-cell function, were found in LADs
as frequently as the whole genome and were mostly transcription-
ally repressed. These relationships are largelymaintained when in-
stead considering published expression data from naïve CD4+ T
cells (Supplemental Fig.S2C; Ni et al. 2016). However, two of the
five gene classes depleted from LADs and expressed in resting
Jurkat T cells—active cell division and short-term effector func-
tions—were not expressed in naïve CD4+ T cells (Supplemental
Fig. S2C). This likely reflects Jurkat T-cell origins as a constitutively
Figure 2. Frequency of lamina association relates to gene expression and function. (A) Summary of
resting Jurkat T-cell LAD parameters. (B) Violin plot comparing the microarray-determined signal be-
tween genes within LADs and non-LADs. (C) Fold differences in gene expression and frequency of lamina
association in resting Jurkat T cells for 10 published categories of genes displaying distinct transcriptional
behaviors during T-cell activation (Supplemental Fig. S2; Best et al. 2013). Fold differences were calcu-
lated relative to the whole genome (WG) in resting Jurkat T cells. Higher expressed genes tend to be de-
pleted from LADs, such as categories associated with naïve cells, early effector function, and cell division.
Lamina association correlated more with late effector/memory functional classes. (D) Percentage of
genes in resting Jurkat LADs from different expression categories: genes induced (Ind.) or repressed
(Rep.) at least 1.4-fold during T-cell activation, unchanged genes (UC.), and all genes. Both induced
and repressed genes are three to four times less frequently found in LADs compared with unchanging
genes. (E) Violin plot for expression levels of induced, repressed, and unchanging genes. Both induced
and repressed categories are higher expressed than the unchanging genes in resting Jurkat T cells. (B,
C,E) Significance of differential gene expression was determined by a Dunn test following a significant
Kruskal-Wallis test. (C,D) Lamina-association frequency statistical significance was determined by
Fisher’s exact tests. (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P < 0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001. See also Supplemental Figures S2 and S3
and Supplemental Table S1.
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Figure 3. Important genes are released from the periphery during T-cell activation. (A) Summary of LADs, IP (interior-to-periphery), and PI (periphery-to-
interior) regions between resting and activated Jurkat T cells. (B) Genomic region surrounding ANTRX2 showing DamID signal bar plots and heatmaps
(HM), LADs, IP and PI regions, subtracted resting-activated DamID signal, and expression changes in Jurkat T cells during activation from the resting state
at 8, 24, and 48 h. The key for log2(Δexpr.) is given in the bottom right corner. ANTRX2 locus is highlighted by light shading. (C ) Ratio of genes induced
(Ind.) and repressed (Rep.) during T-cell activation for the whole genome (All), PI, IP, II (genes in the interior in both cell states), and PP (genes peripheral in
both states) regions. Statistical significance was determined by Fisher’s exact tests. (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001. (D) Genome browser views for the genomic
region surrounding the GBP gene cluster and CBLB, CD200, BTLA, and IL2 loci covering the same parameters as in B. (E,F) Representative micrographs and
quantification of gene positions in resting and activated cells relative to lamin B2. Median points are marked with dashed red lines. For quantification sta-
tistics, the position of loci in the activated sample was compared with the resting sample by KS tests. (∗∗) P < 0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001. Distance measurements
were performed on a minimum of 50 nuclei per sample. See also Supplemental Figure S4.
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dividing cancer cell line in contrast to the strong suppression of
cell division found in primary resting naïve T cells. Also, one class
associatedwithnaïvememoryprecursor functiondisplayed elevat-
ed transcriptional activity in the naïve CD4+ T cells, which was ab-
sent in resting Jurkat T cells.
All genes displaying induction and repression in Jurkat T-cell
activation were similarly analyzed. As expected, genes becoming
repressed during T-cell activation are active and depleted from
LADs in resting cells, but surprisingly, many induced genes were
similarly depleted from LADs (Fig. 2D). However, although dis-
playing elevated expression upon Jurkat T-cell activation, the in-
duced genes also displayed elevated basal expression in the
resting state relative to the whole genome (Fig. 2E), and this was
recapitulated with naïve CD4+ T cells (Supplemental Fig. S2D).
Interestingly, a similar depletion from LADs of genes induced or
repressed duringmyogenesis was also observed in undifferentiated
myoblasts prior to the onset of myogenic differentiation
(Supplemental Fig. S3A,B; Robson et al. 2016). Hence, LAD deple-
tion invariably corresponds to increased gene expression for all
gene classes tested. Moreover, such elevated basal expression
may permit genes that are required in subsequent cell types or
cell states, such as myotubes or activated T cells, to be maintained
away from LADs.
Important T-cell genes are released from the periphery
and induced during T-cell activation
We next sought to determine how gain or loss of LADs during T-
cell activation correlates with gene expression changes. To ensure
repositioning events to or from the periphery were identified with
high confidence, we employed a stringent binary LAD or non-LAD
definition.Whereas∼40%of the genomewas in LADs in both rest-
ing and activated Jurkat T cells, only 1.9% of the genome entered
LADs in activated versus resting cells (interior-to-periphery regions
[IP]) constituting 2251 regions containing 554 genes. The opposite
tendency (periphery-to-interior [PI]) was observed for 2.5% of the
genome in 2753 regions containing 792 genes (Fig. 3A). The size
parameters of all LADs and differential IP/PI regions are summa-
rized in Figure 3A. An example of log2(B1/Dam-only) signal inten-
sity PI shifts is shown in Figure 3B. Consistent with peripheral
heterochromatin dissipation, decreased associations with the
nuclear periphery dominated over increased associations during
T-cell activation.
Accordingly, released PI regions contained significantly more
induced than repressed genes (Fig. 3C). In the opposite direction,
IP regions favored repression (Fig. 3C). Loci remaining at the pe-
riphery (PP) similarly favored repression. Nonetheless, the major-
ity of genes moving to or from the nuclear periphery displayed
no change in expression (Supplemental Fig. S3D). The trend to-
ward the periphery being repressive was also observed in a recent
myogenic study (Robson et al. 2016), but the association between
repositioning and altered gene expression was stronger than for
Jurkat activation (Supplemental Fig. S3C–E). DamID and microar-
ray data for all genes is in Supplemental Table S1.
The subset of genes undergoing both repositioning and ex-
pression changes tended to be important for T-cell regulation
based on the aforementioned lymphocyte activation functional
classes and GO terms. To confirm their repositioning inferred
from DamID, five genes were directly tested by FISH: guanylate
binding protein (GBP) gene cluster, interleukin 2 (IL2), Cbl
proto-oncogene B (CBLB), CD200 molecule (CD200), and B- and
T-lymphocyte associated (BTLA). These were chosen for their be-
ing induced throughout the Jurkat T-cell activation time-course
(Fig. 3D, Expr.) and presence in PI regions (Fig. 3D, log2(B1/
Dam) and PI Regions). GBP1 regulates the cytoskeleton during
T-cell activation (Sharma et al. 2011), while IL2 is a potent inducer
of T cells (Boyman and Sprent 2012). The other three genes regu-
late or attenuate immune responses, encoding, respectively, a
ubiquitin ligase, receptor, and inhibitory ligand (Watanabe et al.
2003; Rygiel et al. 2009;Wallner et al. 2012). The absolute distance
between the peak fluorescence intensity of the gene and costained
Lamin B2 was measured in themid-plane from deconvolved wide-
field images and plotted as a cumulative frequency plot. FISH
confirmed activation-induced release for all genes tested with
differences statistically significant by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(Fig. 3E,F). In contrast, an activated PP gene important for T-cell
vascular endothelium associations, vascular cell adhesion mole-
cule 1 (VCAM1), was not repositioned following T-cell activation
(Supplemental Fig. S4A,B), confirming that repositioning from
the periphery is not whole-scale. As an additional control, periph-
eral distance measurements for IL2RA (also known as CD25),
encoding the high-affinity IL2 receptor subunit alpha that was
in a non-LAD in both resting and activated cells, confirmed the
DamID data (Supplemental Fig. S4C,D). The absence of a change
in measured distance from the periphery for IL2RA also serves as
a control that the increases measured for other loci represent
bona fide gene repositioning rather than reflecting a global in-
crease to nuclear volume.
Peripherally sequestered enhancers are released
from the periphery upon their induction
Enhancers, cis-regulatory elements that activate target genes by
physical proximity, become transcribed prior to their functional
activation (Arner et al. 2015). We predicted that enhancers in
LADs would, like genes, reposition away from the periphery to
be activated. To test this, a list of enhancer clusters/super-enhanc-
ers identified as functioning during human T-cell activation by
H3K27ac accumulation (Hnisz et al. 2013) were compared to
Jurkat activation LADs. Roughly half of enhancer clusters were in-
duced only in activated T cells (Fig. 4A). Of these, only 27 oc-
curred in LADs in the resting Jurkat T cells, but over half of
these were released from the periphery in the activated Jurkat T
cells (Fig. 4B).
FISH confirmed the PI repositioningupon activation of an en-
hancer cluster devoid of genes that accumulated H3K27ac and
H3K4me1 upon activation of human CD4+ T cells (Fig. 4C,D;
Bernstein et al. 2010). Hence, similar to genes, peripherally posi-
tioned enhancers are released concomitantly with their activation
and acquisition of H3K27ac during T-cell activation.
TADs form the unit of gene repositioning
LADs are reported to significantly overlap with TADs, chromo-
some regions displaying preferential local interactions (Dixon
et al. 2012; Fraser et al. 2015; Kind et al. 2015; Jabbari and
Bernardi 2017). As TADs are largely invariant between cell types
(Rao et al. 2014; Dixon et al. 2015; Fraser et al. 2015), we hypoth-
esized that regions with altered peripheral localization would be
delimited to single TADs rather than spanning multiple TADs.
To investigate this, we contrasted Jurkat activation DamID
maps to the exact CDcoordinates fromapublishedGM12878 lym-
phoblastoid cell Hi-C data set (Rao et al. 2014). Global analysis of
their CD and our LAD distributions revealed that both resting and
activated Jurkat LADs are frequently entirely contained within
Lamina release of loci to chromosome compartments
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CDs (Supplemental Fig. S5A). Five hundred randomly selected
LADs were tested for their complete envelopment within CDs.
As a control, the frequency of complete envelopment was mea-
sured for the same 500 LADs after random shuffling along their
chromosomes with nonmappable regions (e.g., centromeres) ex-
cluded from the shuffling. This process was repeated over 1000 it-
erations to ensure all LADs in the genome were analyzed multiple
times and frequencies of LAD envelopment within CDs plotted
(Supplemental Fig. S5). All LADs occurred in their entirety within
CDs significantly more frequently than for shuffled genome itera-
tions. No statistically significant difference was observed between
resting and activated LADs. We infer from this that a CD overlap-
ping with a LAD repositions as a unit. A similar analysis using the
GenometriCorr package, a tool that performs multiple analyses
testing the spatial independence of do-
mains along chromosomes (Favorov
et al. 2012), confirmed this correspon-
dence betweenCDs and LADswhich dis-
played a uniformdistance separation and
an increased overlap frequency com-
pared to chance (Supplemental Fig. S5B).
To determine if CD structure is simi-
lar in GM12878 and Jurkat cells, we per-
formed pairwise FISH measurements of
five fosmid probes separated by 149 kbp
from each other in series over the
VCAM1 locus (Fig. 5A). Probes i and v
were in neighboring CDs upstream of
and downstream from VCAM1. Probes ii
and ivwere within theVCAM1CD boun-
dary but close to the edges; probe iii, in
the center. The distance between differ-
ent equally spaced probe pairs, two cross-
ing a CD boundary (pair 1: i+iii; pair 3: iii
+v) andonewithin the sameCD (pair 2: ii
+iv),wasdetermined in2Dfrommaxpro-
jection deconvolved images. Supporting
similar GM12878 and resting Jurkat T-
cell CD structure, probes within the
same CD were significantly closer (0.15
µm) than probes between adjacent CDs
(∼0.30 µm) (Fig. 5B).
To test whether a CD is the unit of
repositioning or whether its structure
changes during lymphocyte activation-
induced gene repositioning, FISH was
performed on resting and activated
Jurkat T cells using a similarly generated
set of five probes (except 174 kbp apart)
covering the GBP gene cluster (Fig. 5C).
Again, the distance was significantly re-
duced for probe pairs within the same
CD versus between adjacent CDs, and
this organization was maintained in
both resting and activated states (Fig.
5D). Hence, TADs form the unit of radial
repositioning within which LADs are fre-
quently subsumed.
Changing LADs correlate with specific
chromosome compartments
Compartments represent interactions between regions of chromo-
somes sharing similar functional states (Lieberman-Aiden et al.
2009; Dixon et al. 2012; Nora et al. 2012; Rao et al. 2014).
Transcriptionally inactive B compartments can be further subdi-
vided into B1, enriched in PolycombH3K27me3, B2 and B3 corre-
lating with LADs (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009; Gibcus andDekker
2013; Rao et al. 2014), and B4 subcompartments (not considered
as they are restricted toChromosome 19). The A subcompartments
are similar to one another in having active chromatin, but A2 dis-
plays increased H3K9me3 (Rao et al. 2014). As we now have
mapped regions specifically changing at the periphery between
resting and activated Jurkat T cells, we sought to determine if
Jurkat LADs and IP/PI regions correlated with any particular
GM12878 subcompartment.
Figure 4. Enhancers are released from the periphery during T-cell activation. (A) Upon stimulation of
naïve CD4+ T cells with PMA, 513 out of 974 putative enhancer clusters identified by Hnisz et al. (2013)
are induced (red), while only 107 are silenced (blue). (B) Of the 513 induced enhancer clusters, 27were in
LADs in resting Jurkat T cells (black circle). Of these, 17 become released upon T-cell activation (yellow
circle). (C) A 66-kbp Chromosome 3 region containing a putative enhancer induced during T-cell acti-
vation releases from the periphery (PI) in activated Jurkat T cells. In addition to Jurkat activation
DamID and gene expression tracks, ChIP-seq tracks from primary naïve and PMA-activated CD4+ T cells
for H3K4me1 and H3K27ac histone modifications marking active enhancers are shown (data from
Bernstein et al. 2010). The H3K27ac peaks defined as enhancers (Enh.) and super enhancers (S. Enh.)
by Hnisz et al. (2013) are also displayed as tracks. (D) Quantification of putative enhancer position in
resting and activated Jurkat T cells relative to Lamin B2, confirming its activation-induced release. For
quantification statistics, the position of loci in the activated sample was compared to the resting sample
by KS tests. (∗∗∗) P < 0.001. Distance measurements were performed on a minimum of 50 nuclei per
sample.
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First, we extracted the Rao et al. (2014) subcompartments and
separately the 1 kb upstream and downstream flanking DNA. As
compartment size varies, individual compartment regions were
plotted with lengths equalized. The average log2(Lamin B1/Dam-
only) ratio from resting Jurkat T cells was then plotted over these
size-normalized compartment regions and their 1-kb sequences
(Fig. 6A). As anticipated, in resting Jurkat T cells, the B2 and
B3 subcompartments exhibited a peak of log2(Lamin B1/Dam-
only) signal relative to flanking regions, while the A1 and A2
subcompartments exhibited depletion. In contrast, Polycomb-as-
sociated B1 subcompartments exhibited only a modest increase
in log2(Lamin B1/Dam-only) signal.
Comparing these data to a genome with
randomly shuffled lamina association,
LADs are significantly enriched in B2
and B3 compartments and depleted in
B1 and A1 subcompartments (Fig. 6B).
Moreover, correlating with the degree of
diminished lamina association, A1 sub-
compartments were the most highly ex-
pressed followed by the A2, B1, and B2/
B3 subcompartments (Fig. 6C).
Interestingly, the absolute DamID
signal was much higher in the regions
flanking the A2 subcompartment than
the regions flanking B1 and A1 subcom-
partments (Fig. 6A). This striking differ-
ence in flanking lamina association
suggested that these compartments are
spatially segregated with respect to the
nuclear periphery. The log2(Lamin B1/
Dam-only) signal within 1 Mbp of all A
subcompartment region boundaries was
plotted as a heatmap, revealing that A1
subcompartments tended to be further
from LADs than A2 subcompartments
(Fig. 6D). To quantitate this, we plotted
the distances from the midpoint of sub-
compartment regions to the nearest LAD
(Fig. 6E). This revealed, as expected, that
B2 and B3 subcompartments correspond
to LADs (median distance, 0 bp to the
nearest LAD). The A2 subcompartments
were next closest to LADs (median dis-
tance,193kbp),whileB1andA1subcom-
partments were significantly further
away (median distances, respectively,
0.767 and 1.468 Mbp). Supporting the
specificity of these results, A1, A2, and
B1 subcompartments all were further
from LADs than expected in a genome
with randomly shuffled LADs (Fig. 6E,
Obs./Exp.). Similar statistically signifi-
cant results were also obtained by
GenometriCorr analysis (Supplemental
Fig. S6A). Therefore, we propose, due to
differences in their proximity to LADs
along chromosomes, that A1 and A2 sub-
compartments represent radially segre-
gated active chromatin with respect to
the periphery.
It follows that a gene being released
from the periphery during lymphocyte activation would be
more likely to enter an A2 than an A1 subcompartment.
Unfortunately, the GM12878 Hi-C data did not follow activation,
nor was the activation state of their cells established. However,
comparing the Jurkat activation DamID data with the GM12878
compartment maps revealed that many of the genes that were re-
leased from the periphery upon activation appeared in the A2
compartment. PI genes also displayed elevated expression in
GM12878 cells relative to resting Jurkat T cells (Supplemental
Fig. S6B). Therefore, we presume that the GM12878 lymphoblas-
toid cell data reflect a state more similar to that of an activated
Figure 5. The unit of repositioning is the CD. (A) Genomic region surrounding VCAM1 showing Hi-C
data, associated GM12878 lymphoblastoid cell CDs (yellow lines on contact frequency heatmap and
green track) (from Rao et al. 2014), and human embryonic stem cell (hESC) TADs (orange track)
(from Dixon et al. 2012). Published ChIP-seq CTCF GM12878 cell data (The ENCODE Project
Consortium 2012), DamID signals, LADs, and probes and probe pairings tested by FISH are also shown.
(B) Quantification and representative max projection images measuring distance between pairs of ∼150-
kbp spaced FISH probes. Pairs 1 (i-iii) and 3 (iii-v), containing probe pairings from different CDs, are sep-
arated significantly further than pair 2 (ii-iv), a pairing of probes from the same CD. (C ) Genomic region
view of theGBP gene cluster and probes tested. (D) Similar analysis as B for pairs of∼175-kbp spaced FISH
probes at the GBP locus in resting and activated Jurkat T cells. Probe pairs crossing CDs are similarly
separated more than those within the same CD, and these separations remain unchanged during
T-cell activation, indicating CD structure is maintained. Quantification statistics were determined by
comparing the separation of pairs 1 and 3, with pair 2 in resting (gray) and activated (black) cells by
KS tests. (∗∗∗) P < 0.001. Distancemeasurements were performed on aminimum of 50 nuclei per sample.
See also Supplemental Figure S5.
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than resting T cell. Thus, the presence of PI genes in LADs in the
resting Jurkat T cells likely indicates that they are in a B2/B3 sub-
compartment until T-cell activation, when they move to the A2
subcompartment. Indeed, we observe that PI regions are signifi-
cantly enriched in the A2 subcompartment in GM12878 cells
(Fig. 6F). Similar results were observed using GenometriCorr anal-
ysis, except that the B1 subcompartment was also enriched in PI
regions (Supplemental Fig. S6C). Compellingly, the radial segrega-
tion of A1 and A2 subcompartments was directly confirmed for
several loci tested (Fig. 6G).
Release of a predicted T-cell activation–
specific enhancer from the
nuclear periphery enables its
association with similarly released
genes in the interior
The Jurkat activation system further en-
abled direct testing of this repositioning
between compartments by FISH. Loci
released from different B compartment
LADs to an A2 compartment during T-
cell activation would be predicted to
display increased proximity in stimulat-
ed T cells. Therefore, a 16-Mbp region of
Chromosome 3 was selected where sev-
eral Jurkat activation PI genes and a
predicted PI enhancer corresponded to
an A2 compartment identified in
GM12878 cells (Fig. 7A). Several of
these genes were tested in Figure 3 to
confirm release from LADs during
Jurkat T-cell activation (CBLB, BTLA,
and CD200). We additionally tested
NFKBIZ, which was induced during T-
cell activation and in a GM12878 A2
subcompartment, but only proximal to
and not overlapping a PI region. This lo-
cus was close to the periphery in resting
cells and became more internal during
activation, indicating that genomic
context is important to consider in ad-
dition to direct lamina association itself
(Fig. 7B).
All these genes were compared to
the PI locus containing the predicted
enhancer described in Figure 4, C and
D, that occurs in a GM12878 A2 sub-
compartment. FISH performed on com-
binations of the putative enhancer
probe with the individual gene probes
in resting and activated cells revealed
that the distance between the putative
enhancer and NFKBIZ, CBLB, CD200,
and BTLA was much greater when the
loci were at the periphery in resting
cells than after their release upon acti-
vation (Fig. 7C). This is consistent
with their being released from B2/B3
subcompartments in resting Jurkat T
cells to associate in an A2 subcompart-
ment. In contrast, the GBP cluster and
VCAM1 are similarly spaced along
Chromosome 1 (11 Mbp apart) and are both in LADs in resting
cells; however, only GBP gets released upon Jurkat T-cell activa-
tion. Accordingly, no significant change in spatial distance was
observed upon activation (Supplemental Fig. S7), and the loci
display no GM12878 Hi-C interactions. Likewise, IL2 and
IL2RA, located on separate chromosomes, did not exhibit any
significant change in distance (Supplemental Fig. S7B,C).
Thus, multiple loci released and activated following T-cell acti-
vation display increased spatial proximity once in the nuclear
interior.
Figure 6. Compartments are distributed nonrandomly with respect to LADs. (A) Plot displaying the
average log2(Lamin B1/Dam-only) signal from resting Jurkat T cells across all size-normalized A1, A2,
B1, B2, or B3 GM12878 subcompartment regions and 1 kbp of flanking DNA. Compartment data
from Rao et al. (2014). (B) Fold enrichment analysis of LADs observed (obs) in each compartment com-
pared with that expected in a genome with randomly shuffled LADs (exp). (C) Box plot displaying the
expression distribution in resting Jurkat T cells for each GM12878 subcompartment. (D) Heatmap of
DamID log2(laminB1/Dam) signal across ±1 Mbp surrounding A subcompartment boundaries.
Regions are ranked to the right by decreasing distance to nearest LADs, and their identity as an A1 or
A2 subcompartment region is highlighted below in red or blue, respectively. A2 domains are observed
more frequently closer to LADs than are A1. (E) Box plot displaying the distribution of chromosomal dis-
tances between the midpoint of subcompartment regions and the nearest LAD in resting Jurkat T cells.
Below is the ratio between observed (Obs.) median distance and that expected (Exp.) in a randomly LAD-
shuffled genome. Values are color-coded to show increased (red) or decreased (blue) observed distance
compared with that expected. (F) Fold enrichment analysis of PI regions observed in each compartment
compared with that expected in a genome with randomly shuffled PI regions. (G) Quantification of
average distance between A1 (thick red line) or A2 loci (thick blue line) and the lamina determined by
FISH for activated Jurkat T cells where PI loci are detached from the lamina. Lighter lines designate indi-
vidual A2 (GBP, NFKBIZ, CBLB, CD200, BTLA) and A1 (IL2RA, CCND2, TNF) loci. Distance measurements
were performed on a minimum of 50 nuclei per sample. (B,F) Significance was determined by Fisher’s
exact tests; (C,E) significance was by Dunn test for multiple comparison testing after a significant
Kruskal-Wallis test. (G) Significance of the difference between A1 and A2 distances to lamina was deter-
mined by KS tests. (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001. See also Supplemental Figure S6.
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Lamina detachment and increase enhancer gene proximity
also occurs in primary T-cell activation
The DamID was necessarily performed in the Jurkat model T-cell
activation system due to poor transduction efficiencies of primary
lymphocytes and the possibility of activation during lentiviral
treatment. Thus, activation state differences for the small subset
of activation gene classes (Fig. 2) necessi-
tated validation of these findings in pri-
mary human lymphocytes.
Naïve CD4+ T cells were isolated
from fresh human peripheral blood
mononuclear cells by polychromatic
FACS (Supplemental Fig. S8). Some were
directly fixed for FISH, and somewere ac-
tivated with phorbol 12-myristate 13-ac-
etate (PMA) for 24 h. PMAwas chosen for
activation to better match results to the
published ChIP-seq study on naïve
CD4+ T cells (Bernstein et al. 2010). The
activated population was split for FISH
and activation level determined by
CD69+ FACS (78%) (Fig. 8A). The same
probe pairs used in Figure 7 were used
for FISH. In all cases, the predicted en-
hancer became closer to the gene locus
upon activation, and this was significant
for all exceptNFKBIZ (Fig. 8B). Also, as ex-
pected, the predicted enhancer, NFKBIZ,
CBLB, CD200, and BTLA were all at the
periphery in the resting primary lympho-
cytes, all moved away upon activation,
and repositioning was highly significant
(Fig. 8C). Thus, Jurkat T cells accurately
reflect genome organization changes
that occur uponhuman lymphocyte acti-
vation at least for the genes tested.
Discussion
Genes subject to spatial regulation
are important for T-cell activation
Nuclear envelope–regulated genes in a
myogenesis study were often required
early in differentiation but were inhibito-
ry at later stages and so needed to be
tightly regulated (Robson et al. 2016).
Similarly, here, though first responder
genes that initiate activation were absent
from LADs, those subject to spatial regu-
lation were important for subsequent T-
cell function and regulation. For exam-
ple, IL2 encodes Interleukin 2, which
functions in propagating an immune re-
sponse (Boyman and Sprent 2012), while
the GBP1 product regulates the cyto-
skeleton to influence T-cell signaling
(Sharma et al. 2011). If these activities
were not tightly shut down in resting
cells, they could potentially activate an
immune response in the absence of in-
fection. Others function in modulating the activation response.
For example, induction of the nuclear IκB familymember encoded
by NFKBIZ is required for the subsequent expression of IL17 fol-
lowing T-cell stimulation (Okamoto et al. 2010). Similarly, recep-
tor-ligand products of BTLA and CD200 and the CBLB-encoded
ubiquitin ligase act to attenuate T-cell activation and thus fine-
tune the immune response (Watanabe et al. 2003; Rygiel et al.
Figure 7. Genes released from LADs during T-cell activation associate in the interior in activated Jurkat
T cells. (A) Genomic view of a 17-Mbp region of Chromosome 3 displaying GM12878 cell Hi-C interac-
tions from published contact maps (Rao et al. 2014). Hi-C data are displayed as a heatmap of the ratio of
observed versus expected contact frequencies in a distance-scaled model. GM12878 subcompartments
(A1, A2, B1, B2, B3) are color-coded directly beneath themap. Tracks are displayed as in previous figures.
The black circle represents a highly significant DNA–DNA contact detected by Rao et al. (2014). Several
genes—NFKBIZ, CBLB, CD200, and BTLA—and a T-cell activation–specific enhancer (Enh.) display re-
duced lamina association during T-cell activation concomitant with transcriptional induction and are pre-
sent in the GM12878 A2 subcompartment. (B) Representative micrographs and quantification NFKBIZ)
loci positions in resting and activated cells relative to Lamin B2. (C) Representativemicrographs and violin
plot quantification of distances between the enhancer and indicated genes in resting and activated Jurkat
T cells. All enhancer-gene FISH probe combinations display reduced inter-probe distance following acti-
vation. For quantification statistics, relative distance measurements between loci or between loci and
Lamin B2 were compared between the activated and resting cells by KS tests. (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P <
0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001. Distance measurements were performed on a minimum of 50 nuclei per sample.
See also Supplemental Figure S7.
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2009; Wallner et al. 2012). Consistent with these important regu-
latory activities, the dysregulation or loss of function of a number
of these peripherally regulated gene products is associated with
autoimmunity (Watanabe et al. 2003; Rosenblum et al. 2004;
Sharma et al. 2011; Wallner et al. 2012; Johansen et al. 2015;
Hussman et al. 2016). Thus, in all cases, the tighter regulation of
these genes in resting lymphocytes from adding spatial control
would benefit the organism. Similarly, regulating cis-regulatory
elements such as enhancers is likely beneficial due to their ability
to act on multiple target genes (Symmons and Spitz 2013).
Importantly, the proximity of the A2 subcompartment intowhich
they are released from the periphery would potentially enable reg-
ulation also in the opposite direction.
The relationship between gene activity and lamina association
Specific gene repositioning to and from the periphery occurs dur-
ing lymphocyte activation, but what controls tethering or release
remains unclear. We find that frequency of lamina association in-
versely relates to gene expression levels, consistent with previous
studies (Guelen et al. 2008; Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010; Akhtar et al.
2013; Robson et al. 2016). It has been suggested that transcription-
al activation drives gene release from the periphery (Tumbar et al.
1999; Tumbar and Belmont 2001; Chuang et al. 2006; Therizols
et al. 2014), and the same could apply for enhancers that are fre-
quently transcribed during induction (Arner et al. 2015).
However, the relationship between gene position and expression
is not absolute as we and others found the activity of most reposi-
tioning genes remains unaffected (Peric-Hupkes et al. 2010;
Robson et al. 2016).
Depletion of repressive chromatin modifications enriched in
LADs such as H3K9me2/3 results in disrupted lamina association
(Zullo et al. 2012; Bian et al. 2013; Demmerle et al. 2013; Kind
et al. 2013; Harr et al. 2015), suggesting that the marks not only
provide for silencing but also themselves contribute to locus affin-
ity for the periphery. At the same time, specific nuclear envelope
proteins are important for peripheral tethering of endogenous
developmentally repositioning loci (Zullo et al. 2012; Solovei
et al. 2013; Robson et al. 2016). Several studies argue that physical
recruitment of a locus alone is insufficient for silencing but works
togetherwith transcriptional regulators and other silencing factors
at the periphery (Finlan et al. 2008; Robson et al. 2016). Thus, teth-
ering to the nuclear envelope is a function of the chromatin state
together with the milieu of nuclear envelope proteins.
Lamina association provides a compass for interpreting
compartment information
By contrasting Hi-C data with LADs, we now place lamina associ-
ation and gene release within the context of higher-order chroma-
tin structure. Chromosome compartments are defined based on
what is close to each other, but this does not reveal locationwithin
the nucleus. Previous studies comparing Hi-C andDamIDdata sets
revealed a tendency for B compartments to be enriched in LADs
(Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009; Gibcus and Dekker 2013; Rao et al.
2014); however, no spatial discrimination of active compartments
has been described. Here we found that A1 and A2 subcompart-
ments segregate with their proximity to LADs, with A2 subcom-
partments closer to the periphery. Thus, the physical anchoring
of distal regions in LADs can determine relative spatial positions
for the wider genome. It follows that DamID differences between
different cell types and differentiation stages couldhavewider con-
sequences for the regulation of genes in the nuclear interior.
Our data suggests T-cell activation PI genes are switching
from a LAD-associated B subcompartment to a LAD-proximal A2
subcompartment. The restriction in distance from the periphery
for released loci could contribute to explaining a central question
in the spatial genome organization field: how compartments are
Figure 8. LAD release and association of genes in the nuclear interior
also occurs in primary CD4+ T cells. (A) FACS plot of CD69 staining for
naïve (resting; black line) and PMA-treated (activated; red line) CD4+ T
cells, indicating 78% activation. For details of the naïve population, see
also Supplemental Figure S8. (B) Violin plot quantification of distances be-
tween the predicted enhancer and indicated genes in naïve (light gray)
and PMA-treated (black) cells. All loci displayed closer proximity to the pre-
dicted enhancer locus upon PMA activation of naïve CD4+ T cells. (C )
Violin plot quantification of distances between indicated loci and Lamin
B2 in naïve (light gray) and PMA-treated (black) cells. All loci displayed in-
creased distance from the periphery upon PMA activation. For quantifica-
tion statistics, relative distancemeasurements between loci or between loci
and Lamin B2 were compared between the activated and resting cells by
KS tests. (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P < 0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001. Distance measurements
were performed on a minimum of 50 nuclei per sample. (D) Model of the
relationship between LADs, compartments, and gene release. In resting T
cells, B2 and B3 subcompartments exist as LADs, while A2 subcompart-
ment regions remain near to the lamina due to their LAD proximity along
the chromosome. In contrast, the A1 and B1 compartments, being further
from LADs along chromosomes, are distributedmore distally in the nuclear
interior (Fig. 6). Following T-cell activation, regions of LADs containing
necessary gene or enhancer loci are released from the periphery, where
they associate in the A2 compartment proximal to the lamina in a tran-
scriptionally active state.
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established and how particular genes find one another within the
three-dimensional space of the nucleus. In the analysis here, once
released, loci remained relatively close to the periphery, generally
<0.6 µm. This is an important limitation because modelling stud-
ies indicate that loci 10 Mbp apart are unlikely to meet in a single
cell cycle by diffusion alone (Dekker andMirny 2016). In contrast,
a 0.5- to 0.8-µm space could be sampled by a locus in 1h,well with-
in the rapid response timeframe for lymphocyte activation and the
distances wemeasured for released loci. This “constrained release”
could thus increase the likelihood of incorporation of a released lo-
cus into an A2 subcompartment (Fig. 8D) while keeping it close
enough to the periphery to enable its sequestration again once
T-cell activation has abated. Indeed, the activities of released genes
in regulating T-cell function suggest such tight controlmaybe nec-
essary. A second functional consequence of constrained release
may be to promote proximity between enhancers and distal target
genes while at the same time sequestering them away from other
inappropriate targets. Intriguingly, the putative enhancer de-
scribed herein displays a long distance Hi-C looping contact with
BTLA in GM12878 cells suggestive of such a functional association
(Fig. 7A; Rao et al. 2014); however, it remains untested if this is
functionally significant. Nonetheless, data presented here clearly
show that LADs are intrinsically associated with gene regulation
and have significant physical and, possibly, functional conse-
quences for genes located in the nuclear interior.
Methods
Cell culture, transduction, and immune conjugation
Jurkat clone E6-1 T cells andRaji B cells were cultured in RPMI 1640
supplementedwith 10%FBS, 100 units/mLpenicillin, and 100 µg/
mL streptomycin. VSV-G pseudotyped lentiviruses’ encoding
DamID, GFP-tagged, or pLKO constructs were generated and trans-
duced as described in the Supplemental Methods. Raji B cells were
incubated 30 min at 1 million cells/mL in media containing 0.5
µg/mL SEE (Toxin Technologies, EP404), followed by pelleting at
1000 rpm for 5 min, two PBS washes, and resuspension in growth
medium. Conjugated Raji cells were mixed 1:10 with Jurkat T cells
to a total density of 1 million cells/mL for times indicated.
Isolation and FACS of peripheral blood mononuclear cells
Buffy coats supplied by the Scottish National Blood Transfusion
Service were processed with the approval of the Committee for
Governance of Blood and Tissue Samples for Nontherapeutic
Use. Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were
isolated using Histopaque 1077 (Sigma) per the manufacturer’s in-
structions. CD3+ CD4+ CD62L+ CD25− CD44− CD69− naïve CD4+
T cells were then incubated with selected antibodies and isolated
from PMBCs using a four-laser FACS Aria IIu flow cytometer
(Beckton Dickinson). For a more detailed description of primary
cell FACs isolation, see the Supplemental Methods.
FISH
PBS-washed Jurkat or primary CD4+ T cells were pelleted, spotted
on polylysine-coated coverslips, and fixed with 4% paraformalde-
hyde (PFA) and FISH performed as described previously (Zuleger
et al. 2013). A detailed description of the FISH method and probes
or antibodies used can be found in the Supplemental Methods.
Distancemeasurements were performed using Imaris with costain-
ing with a Lamin B2 antibody before FISH, allowing the distance
between genes to be determined using Imaris. A minimum of 50
nuclei were analyzed for each experiment.
Microarrays
RNA from resting and activated Jurkat T cells was extracted with
TRI-reagent (Invitrogen). The RNA was converted to biotin la-
beled-cRNA using the TotalPrep RNA amplification kit (Ambion,
AMIL1791) following the manufacturer’s instructions. For each
experiment, three biological replicates were hybridized to
Illumina whole-genome gene expression arrays (HumanHT-12
v4 BeadChip). The data were quantile normalized using R (R
Core Team 2010) and the Bioconductor package Limma (Smyth
2005). Differentially expressed transcripts with a log2 ratio above
0.5 in absolute value were selected and adjusted for a false-discov-
ery rate of 5% (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995).
DamID
DamID was performed as previously described (Vogel et al. 2007)
and is described in further detail in the Supplemental Methods.
Briefly, Resting Jurkat T cells were transduced with Dam-Lamin
B1–encoding or Dam-only–encoding lentiviruses over 24 h.
Transduced cells were then incubated with Raji B cells ± SEE for
a further 48 h, after which genomic DNA was sequenced (BGI).
Sequencing reads were mapped to human hg19 genome and
the log2(Lamin B1/Dam) value determined for all genomic DpnI
fragments in resting and activated cells, obtaining 2.2- and 2.1-
fold genome coverage, respectively. LADs were determined using
a peak finder function in the Bioconductor package DNAcopy
(http://bioconductor.org/packages/DNAcopy/). DamID analysis
results are derived from a single experiment.
Hi-C data visualization
The displayed processed contact frequencymaps are taken directly
from Rao et al. (2014) and displayed using the Juicebox Hi-C view-
er (Rao et al. 2014). A description of all external data sets used can
be found in Supplemental Methods.
Data access
The Jurkat T-cell DamID and gene expression data sets from this
study have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under acces-
sion number GSE94972.
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